et al.. Hybrid systems energy management using optimization method based on dynamic sources models.
INTRODUCTION
Due to world economic evolution driven by fossil oil market, there is an increasing interest developing hybrid systems. Mainly in transport application, it is now well known full Hybrid Electrical Vehicle should be a solution to fossil oil crisis and NOx emission reduction [1] [2] . In such HEV almost two energy sources are used, a main source made of a Fuel Cell Stack is used in this research paper associated to a reversible battery source (stores and delivers energy). Autonomy is also increased when consumption is minimized on a given mission. To do so, an accurate behavior of both sources should be determined and an optimization procedure should be implemented to optimally split the power demand between the two sources [3] [4] [5] .
Depending on the nonlinear behavior of the energy sources a first step should be made in sources modeling and design. The models used for optimization loops should be as accurate as possible and not only based on static data provided by manufacturer in datasheets because the sources are solicited dynamically during an effective mission [6] .
Considering the sources known and the mission power demand registered with a given step time from the beginning to the end, offline optimization method can be run. In fact the proposed method uses mathematical modeling of the optimization problem and presents an algorithm adapted from Operational Research field. The input data request at instant tk is provided by the models of sources running from tk-1 to tk. The cost function and constraints to respect are included in the mathematical problem and different objectives are proposed: Pb1: Minimize the total energy losses in the system (global efficiency) while respecting all the different constraints of system operating points.
Pb2: Minimize the total power provided by the FC (main source consumption) while respecting all the different constraints of the system operating points.
The paper is organized as follows: Part II presents the nonlinear electrical equivalent models of the battery and the fuel cell source. R, C elements present different values, due to various operating point used during the mission (power to be delivered), identification is based on various experiments allowing thus computing accurate losses for optimization purposes. Part III presents the mathematical formulation of the optimization problems (Pb1 and pb2) using previous losses computed data. Part III presents results obtained with actual data of a Fuel Cell based Vehicle. Conclusions and perspectives are given at the end.
II. PROPULSION SYSTEM AND ENERGY SOURCES MODELLING

A.
Powertrain chain The powertrain analyzed, Fig. 1 , shows the fuel cell as main energy source and a battery as secondary energy source, connected in parallel to the dc voltage bus. All the power and energy that the fuel cell is not able to provide will be delivered by the battery. In braking phase, energy recovery is stored in battery (no fuel cell reversibility). The nominal power of the fuel cell is 1.2kW, and the secondary source is a Lithium-ion battery characterized by its nominal voltage Vnom =72V and its capacity Qmax=4.549 Ah. The optimal sizing of the powertrain energy systems is thoroughly described in [7] .
B.
Powertrain losses chain In order to deal with the mathematical formulation, the following block diagram of Fig. 2 is considered.
Fig. 2. Electrical elements and their losses in the powertrain losses chain
According to the structure presented Fig. 1 , a battery model and a fuel cell model are established. The modeling is oriented to well compute current and voltage behavior allowing computing instantaneous losses (at tk) in equivalent resistance whatever the battery or fuel cell operating points.
The moto-propulsion group is resumed in power demand on the DC-bus (positive power for traction, negative in braking phase, zero at stop).
C.
Battery modeling Several works have been conducted in order to deduce the battery voltage behavior according to its operation mode: charge or discharge mode. The model used is the provided one by MATLAB ™, and the voltage equation is defined by (1):
Where is battery constant voltage (V), K is the polarization constant (V/Ah), A is magnitude in exponential zone (V), B is the inverse time constant (Ah -1 ), ∫ the instantaneous battery charge (Ah). Doing so, an equivalent nonlinear electrical model presented Fig. 3 is derived. The battery voltage depends on its capacity and the current passes through its internal resistance Rv. , can be also written using battery SOC after polynomial approximation (degree n = 10).
∑
(2)
D. Fuel Cell modelling
The main source in the propulsion system is a fuel cell, which produces energy via the chemical reaction of hydrogen and oxygen. The advantages of using fuel cell in electric vehicles derive from its high efficiency that exceeds 40 %, the generation of electrical energy with little fuel consumption and no NOx emission, unlike the performance of Internal Combustion Engine which varies between 25 % and 30 % emitting pollutant.
There are two possible voltage transient responses when a load current step is applied to a fuel cell: overdamped and overshooted [9] , and several fuel cell models reproducing both kind of behaviors can be found in the literature [10] - [11] .
A commercial Nexa Ballard 1.2kW PEM fuel cell, with overshooted transient response has been modeled, by means of the identification methodology described in [12] . This procedure is based on manufacturer"s datasheets and simple measurements in the time domain.
The PEM fuel cell model is shown in Fig. 6 , where E oc is the open circuit voltage, resistors R s and R v (i fc ) model the static I-V curve, and the capacitor C p , the inductor L and the resistor R L (i fc ) model the dynamic behavior of the fuel cell. The diode assures the unidirectional fuel cell operation. The resistors R s and R v (i fc ) values are calculated from the quasi-static I-V curve, which can be provided by the manufacturers or by means of simple measurements on the fuel cell. The value of the resistor is constant Rs=120m, and is calculated from the fuel cell output voltage considering only the ohmic region. Due to this fact, the resistor R v (i fc ) gets variable values depending on the fuel cell current i fc . Table I shows the collected data presenting the variation. The fuel cell quasi-static model, parameterized following [12] , is shown in Fig. 7 , where E oc = 43V. And finally, the behavior of the fuel cell model is shown together the experimental response in Fig. 8 . R L (i fc ) In order to reproduce the quasi-static FC behavior and run the mathematical simulations, the FC voltage equation given in (3) can be written.
(3)
With the aim of using this model in the optimization step, the FC voltage behavior is computed with polynomial approximation (degree n = 15) to identify the R v equation (4) . Allowing now, running simulations with the electrical equivalent model shown in Fig 7. ∑
To be noticed: the FC is connected to the DC bus through power electronic converter device. The battery is directly linked to this DC bus. Thus the power demand (indexed busload) is the sum of battery power and FC power on bus side (indexed bus to indicate exit of FC stack after the converter). Knowing that the efficiency of the boost converter is  generally [0.95; 1] (5) is used. P busload =P B +P bus (power splitting) will be managed when the vehicle is in traction or when the vehicle brakes.
The losses and exact computation of all electrical values allows feeding the hereafter presented optimization algorithm with effective input data. The objective of the optimization is now to split the power demand dealing with a compromise using fuel cell or battery to minimize a criterion.
These models (battery and fuel cell), can also be used in PSIM or Matlab/Simulink, or HIL environment to dynamically compute the current, the voltage and thus losses in both elements, when references are given to deliver the power demand (every 1s in our case) running from the beginning to the end of the mission.
E.
Driving profile The energy and power required by the load (dc motor and vehicle), depends the applied driving cycle [13] - [ 14] . This analysis is focused on a light vehicle of 800kg, propelled by a motor drive of nominal power 4.7kW which is able to provide a peak power of 18kW. An European urban driving cycle is applied, ECE-15, which maximum speed of 50km/h and the total time is 181s. Fig. 9 shows the load power requirement that derive from the driving cycle and the vehicle features. In order to evaluate the fuel consumption during a working day of 8h, the aforementioned driving cycle will be applied 161 times. 
III. OPTIMIZATION FORMULATION
A. Mathematical Formulation
The goal of this study is managing the energy distribution of the system in order to reduce the total power provided by the FC, and therefore the consumed hydrogen. To do this, a mathematical modeling is developed taking into account the satisfaction of the power demand on DC-bus while respecting the different constraints of system functioning and source design. The non-linear modeling developed to minimize the hydrogen consumption contains the following decision variables: The objective function (7) is used to minimize the energy quantity supplied by the FC (Pb2 = H 2 consumption is minimized) during the overall mission.
∑ (7)
And (8) used for the energy losses minimization of the global system (Pb1 global efficiency).
∑ ( )
The constraints of the model are: By summarizing all the equations, the following global model (Pb2) is obtained:
∑ Fig 10 presents a blockset of the problem computation, presenting first the data computation block, feeding the cost evaluation of the objective function, respecting (or not) constraints allowing step by step to search the optimal splitting at each instant tk minimizing the overall objective function. 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Once the power management optimization is applied, the set of voltage and current signals within the propulsion system is obtained, therefore the current reference to be applied in the converter control loop, i ref (Fig. 12) is fixed. First of all, the current reference signal obtained by means of both approaches (Pb1 or Pb2) are compared (see Fig. 13 ), and it can be observed that the obtained result from both objective functions is exactly the same mainly due to the fuel cell losses (due to FC current) which is of paramount importance in this hybrid system. Therefore, henceforth only the fuel cell power minimization data will be used. In order to verify that the developed mathematical model used in the power management optimization is well done, the current reference signal obtained in the power management algorithm is applied to the boost converter control loop. Then, the main current and voltage waveforms evolutions from the mathematical optimization and from the electric simulation are compared, Fig. 14 It can be observed that the signals evolution of both the mathematical modeling and the electrical simulation is the same. Then, it can be conclude that the mathematical algorithm has been properly developed.
Once validated the mathematical formulation, next step consist on comparing the fuel cell hydrogen consumption when the power management (PM) algorithm is applied or not. To do so, the powertrain is simulated in PSIM, and the delivered power by FC is compared when the current reference signal is directly the load demanded current i busload , or when the current reference signal is the obtained current by means of the optimization algorithm. Fig. 15 shows the fuel cell delivered power with and without power management techniques. The initial battery state of charge is 75%, and by means of the power management optimization algorithm, the final state of charge is around 10%. When the power management is not applied, the battery is discharged along the working day, and when its state of charge is lower than 10% automatically a recharge procedure is applied, until the state of charge reaches the 75%. Table II shows the FC energy delivered, with and without power management techniques. It is concluded that within a working day, the difference in the hydrogen consumption is a 24% gain. V.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a work made in collaboration between two research teams. One based in Spain working on energy sources modeling and the other one based in France focusing their research on energy management optimization method. The discrete time offline optimization is linked in this paper to an accurate and experimental-based sampled non-linear behavior of energy sources. Results obtained on actual data mission profiles allow concluding the method developed is correct, accurate and the optimal results is granted due to the effectiveness of the losses "dynamically" computed.
The objective functions used to minimize both the total energy losses in the system and the total power delivered by the fuel cell are described. The use of these functions require adequate fuel cell and battery models with the aim of computing both sources behavior, assuring the same operation than the actual FCV under consideration. Then, the optimal power splitting between both sources is achieved, and the global minimum losses in the overall system mission are reached. An important gain in terms of hydrogen energy consumed on the overall mission is obtained increasing the FCV autonomy.
On-board optimization linked to traffic information can be easy to implement and mission profile updated in a given timewindow can replace input data ECE-15. Photovoltaic Panels and/or Supercaps models can also be used in this energy management algorithm. On-line optimization algorithm using these sources model and this mathematical form, also can be now prospected, to be more robust without being too heavy in computation time, allowing to optimally react on disturbances present on an actual driving cycle or uncertainty on sources behavior (default, ageing etc.).
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